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Our 5-Year Mentorship Survey on VALUE & COST 

Over the last 5 years we have 
monitored our mentorship 
programmes surveying our past 
mentees with some amazing 
findings:

86% of mentees told us they got more than twice the value and in 

some cases over 3 times from mentorship simply from the money they 

saved or the money they made from their investments and clever strategy. 

The feeling was that without the mentorship they would not have been 

able to achieve this.  

12% said they felt that they got at least the full price back of the 

mentorship. (The remaining 2% selected unsure)

100% FULL COST BACK! 100% of past and current 
mentees said they would take up the mentorship again knowing what they 
know now!

“…The main point here 
is that not one single 
mentee said that they 
didn’t feel they did not 
make their money back”
The reason for this is simple. 
Our Mentorships are small and personal.



OUR COMPANY
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We adopt our trademark ‘no-nonsense’ approach to our training and mentoring programmes, ensuring that the truth about 

what’s required to truly succeed with property investing forms the basis of your education. We will encourage you to think 

whilst offering consideration, enough, so you are able to grow into the investor that is right for your individuality. We will help 

you to identify a path that is right for you, your vision and your personality, meaning it has the best chance of long-term 

success, way beyond our involvement. That is our promise to each and every mentee.

“People are being sold; increasingly I might add, the dream of ‘financial 
freedom’ without having to employ effort. Often applying a generic one size 
fits all approach to education. This is unethical and irresponsible, but more 
importantly, it’s detrimental to the individual’s success. 

We’re here to be part of the solution, not part of the problem. 

Consider us the antidote”

- David Tarn

“

WiseOwl Property Training – A Company You Can Trust



Why Choose a Wiseowl Mentorship?
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Because We’re Different From The Rest!

We’re honest, we’re ethical, we’re HUGELY experienced & we genuinely 
care about you and your journey. We’re not here to sell you ANY kind of 
‘dream’ but rather here to show you how to create long-lasting success 
for yourself. We’re the kind of company that tells you what you need to 
hear, not what we think you want to hear. 

A WiseOwl Mentorship is 
Different, It’s Tailored to You!

- Continued communication and feedback 
processes are implemented to ensure 
advice is specific to you and your journey.

- We have specifically designed the 
education process to increase your 
confidence, and clarity whilst reducing 
overwhelm ensuring your approach is as 
efficient as possible.

- We will encourage reflection & thinking; 
we will encourage you to think about why 
you are making the decisions you are 
making and how it will impact your 
business. This self-awareness will translate 
directly into your success.

- If you’re considering a mentor it’s not a 
question of how they can help, it’s a 
question of how much they can help.



Who is David Tarn & WiseOwl?
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▪ Property Investor

▪ Property Coach & Mentor

▪ Multiple Businesses inc. A Thriving Letting 

Agency 

▪ Property Sourcer

▪ Author & YouTube Educator

▪ Devoted Dad & Enduro Rider

Meet your Mentor

▪ Huge Single Let Portfolio from terraces to 

bungalows and everything in between

▪ HMO Investments - large 6-8 bed HMO’s as 

well as Mini-Mo’s

▪ Countless JV Properties

▪ R2R & Lease Option Portfolio 

▪ BRR, Flips & Turnkey Models ALL Applied

▪ Over 15 years of Investing Success & 

Experience 

▪ Training & Mentoring Property Investors for 

Over 5 Years

▪ Quite Literally Wrote The Book On Property 

Investing

▪ Extensive Refurbishment Experience

About the ExperienceAbout the Portfolio



Who is the Platinum Mentorship for?
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W i t h  u n l i m i t e d  s u p p o r t ,  s t e p  b y  s t e p  
g u i d a n c e  a n d  1 - 2 - 1  f o c u s  t h i s  
p r o g r a m m e  h a s  b e e n  d e s i g n e d  a s  a  

p e r s o n a l  g u i d e  t o  y o u r  s u c c e s s .

Our platinum mentorship is designed for the kind of investor who 
wants to use solid education as the basis of their success. New 
investors with little or no experience will learn exactly what is 
needed to make their own journey work while existing investors 
can be shown how to course correct. 

Since an individual approach is mandatory to your success our 
programme has been developed with you in mind. And that is not a 
sales pitch, it’s the truth!

The WiseOwl ‘Platinum’ mentorship is a deep dive into who you are as an individual. We’ll help you tailor your 
journey around you and your personality. Sustainability is the key to long-lasting success, therefore identifying 
where you want to be early on in our discovery stage and ensuring you get specific, rather than generic, training 
is our approach.

Since there really is no ‘blueprint’ to successful property investment we need to show you the benefits of 
assessing each stage of your journey through your own perspective, not others. 

Your education with us will be centred around your individual approach, not around what others do. This 
programme has been carefully designed for investors who understand the concept of property investing but 
require further training and nurturing to fully grasp the potential of what's on offer within this wonderful 
industry. 

You'll be put through the paces when it comes to your training with our initial 2-day 'Property masterclass’ 
course. This will be run on a foundational level and is designed to widen your perception of property investing. 

Our unique way of education will open your mind to many different possibilities whilst showing you how to 
observe and consider from a personal viewpoint. From then on all your training and support will be centred
around your strategy, guiding you at every junction.

The PLATINUM programme is a 
real hands-on programme, 
requiring a strong commitment 
from both sides of the 
partnership. If you class yourself 
as a beginner or as an existing 
'have a go' landlord striving for 
the next level, then this is the 
choice for you.
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What are the Stages of my ‘Platinum’ Mentorship

We Run a FULL PRE-MENTORSHIP Evaluation Stage – Meaning we can gather the data and information we need without eating into your 12-month support programme

Day1 Day365Day45-60 Day180 Day270

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

2-Day Masterclass
Property Tour and Analysis Course 

121 Strategy Consultation 

As a rule of thumb, we would 
anticipate offers during this 
stage of mentorshipEvaluation and Education

Strategy Planning & Implementation

Nurture, Growth & CPD

Giving you the Tools to Succeed Without our Support 

Here we guide you through all the 
specific scenarios that arise whilst 

viewing, offering, purchasing & 
developing property 

Continuing your 
development and setting 

you up to conclude for 
yourself as your portfolio 

grows. 

Albeit we are ALWAYS
here for you ☺

Pre Mentorship



A Timeline for your Mentorship - Months 1-3
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START

MONTH 1

2-DAY MASTERCLASS 
TRAINING

In-depth, yet foundational training 
designed to increase your knowledge 
and confidence whilst offering clarity 
to your thinking. Post MC – You’ll 
receive ALL slides, infographics, 
handouts, our signature ‘Quickshot’ 
spreadsheet as well as a ‘what’s next’ 
guide. This is designed to keep you 
active until your next training day.
.

MONTH 1-2

PROPERTY TOUR & 
ANALYSIS (PTA) TRAINING 
DAY

In-depth training on how to view a 
property with you in mind – We’ll then 
drive to some of our properties and 
evaluate them together using our ‘viewing 
template’. Next, we’ll head back to the 
office and show you how to analyse 
property with value, rent ROI & cashflow 
in mind using our ‘Feasibility Template’.

MONTH 2-3

121 STRATEGY 
CONSULTATION

Following on from our training and 
subsequent discussions we will 
now get into depth with where it is 
you want to go, in what timeframe 
and assess your current footings. 
We’ll then begin to show you how 
to map this out using our ‘Strategy 
Framework Template’ (SFT) – This 
is a real in-depth look at YOU as an 
individual. 
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See our FULL Timeline of events sent in 
your follow-up email.
.
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MONTH 3

STRATEGY 
IMPLEMENTATION

This is where you will begin to 
implement the highlighted stages of 
your strategy. You will be given FULL 
support during this stage. Here you will 
build the foundations of your business. 
We have further resources and 
spreadsheet tools available for those 
who need to identify their ‘gold mine’ 
investment area.
This is the stage where we would 
envisage mentees will be at a point 
where they can begin to offer on their 
own property.

MONTHS 3-6

PLANNING & 
IMPLEMENTATION

Here we will guide you through 
further analysis of your strategy 
as well as help you to analyse 
specific properties for their 
potential and your chosen 
model of investment. We will be 
close by and involved in the 
properties that you are visiting 
and offering on to ensure you 
are confident in your approach. 

MONTHS 6-9

NURTURE, GROWTH & CPD

As you begin to complete your 
property purchases we are here to 
assist with any refurbishments or 
developments as well as to educate 
you regarding renting & company 
development. 

As your specific journey begins to pan 
out here the advice and training 
become even more specific to you as 
an individual.

A Timeline for your Mentorship – Months 3-9
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FINISH

MONTHS 9-12

SETTING YOU UP TO

FLEE THE NEST

By this stage, you will be far more confident 
in your own ability and approach. You will 
understand how to assess things through 
your own lens, not the lens of others. You 
will be making your own decisions backed 
up by our guidance. This is where we will 
bring you up to speed with ANY areas you 
feel you need improvement. Ready to go to 
the next stage and beyond of your journey.

POST MENTORSHIP

CONTINUED SUPPORT

Not everyone wants to go it alone at this stage so there are 
options to maintain mentorship for many reasons. 
As you will need us far less there are reduced continuation 
fees. However, for those of you who do go off on your 
own, we are ALWAYS here to help our mentees. By this 
stage you will have developed such a personal 
relationship with David, it will be far more casual to ask for 
a piece of advice as you advance.

A Timeline for your Mentorship - Months 9-12
B
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WiseOwl Platinum Mentorship

KEY NOTES

TOOLS, RESOURCES AND 
TEMPLATES ABUNDANT.

Get Access To ALL Of Our Tried & 
Tested Frameworks, Templates, 
Spreadsheets & More.

LEARN EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED

No Fluff - Just Good Solid, 
Experienced, No-nonsense Advice 
Based On YOU & Your Business Needs

UNLIMITED ACCESS

Chat Freely Via Messaging, Phone & 
Video Calls With NO Limits On Contact. 
If You Need Us, We’re Here, ANYTIME!  

ACCOUNTABILITY, IT’S BUILT-IN

Never Feel Like You’re Just Spinning Your 
Wheels. We’ll Keep You On Track & Show You 
How To Create Your OWN Accountability 

OUR SUPPORT, IT’S PERSONAL TO YOUR JOURNEY

What Works For Someone Else Might Not Be 
Right For You. Advice Should Be Specific To You 
& Your Values, No Compromise!

PARTNERS TRAIN FOR FREE

There Is NO EXTRA Charge For Partners. In Fact, 
We Actively Encourage Them To Get On Board. If 
You Have Your Partner And Us Behind You, There 
Is No Stopping You.
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12 
Months 

-Minimum

DURATION

How long will I be 
supported?

PRICE
How much is the WiseOwl 
supported, Platinum 
Mentorship programme?

£9,999
0% Interest 

Installments 
Available

LOCATION
Darlington training facility.
Local portfolio tours. Online & 
Offline people and devices. 
MS Teams chat & video calls

David 
Tarn

MY MENTOR
You will be guided by David 
himself. His small team are 
here to help guide you with 
our resources too.

PREREQUISITE
No prior experience is 
required. You will get 
EVERYTHING you need & 
a ‘whole lot’ more.

Full 
Training 

Provided

HOW OFTEN WILL WE SPEAK
The Platinum Mentorship, 
has unlimited support. 
This means we are here 24/7 
For EVERYTHING you need.

On & Off 
Site

24/7 
Support

FAQS



Mentorship Comparisons
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Training

Resources 

Support

CPD Courses 

Site Visits 

GOLD

£7,499

121SC

Access to ALL of our Resources

Limited to Monthly Calls

Limited to Monthly Calls

No

Limited Places

PLATINUM +
£12,979

2-Day MC -PTA -121SC

Access to ALL of our Resources

Unlimited Inc. ‘Chat Platform’ 
Training Office, Site & Video Calls

Unlimited Customised to Suit Your 
Property Needs & Timings

4 Location Visits included as STD –
More Available*

Limited Places

PLATINUM

£9,999

2-Day MC -PTA -121SC

Access to ALL of our Resources

Unlimited Inc. ‘Chat Platform’ 
Training Office & Video Calls

Unlimited Customised to Suit Your 
Property Needs & Timings

Available*

Limited Places

MC – 2-Day MasterClass 
PTA – Property Tour & Analysis Course
121SC – One to One Strategy Consultation DayK

E
Y

* Available as a bolt-on extra 

Current 
Choice

https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/mentorship/
https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/mentorship/
https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/mentorship/
https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/mentorship/


Mentorship Testimonials

Ollie Roberts
Property Investor

“I found the training and support excellent. Our main 
concern going into property investment was risk and 
I was dubious about mentorship and being miss-
sold. I was wrong the mentorships been great…”.

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Doreen Veitch
Property Investor

“After ongoing mentorship from David I have a 
new lease of life and now my portfolio runs like 
clockwork. David is quite literally a lifesaver…”

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Owen Denman
Property Investor

“Things have been crazy ever since… The way David 
teaches leaves you with no other option than to take 
action. He’s authentic, he’s real and he genuinely cares, 
you can tell that he cares…”

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Travis Bradfield
Property Investor

“The advice and training has always been professional 
and valuable and i fully recommend wiseowl training. 
Ive been on other trainings but wiseowl are the best 
because they have a more personal touch…”

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

https://youtu.be/1MI07Dct5IY
https://youtu.be/1MI07Dct5IY
https://youtu.be/1MI07Dct5IY
https://youtu.be/1MI07Dct5IY
https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/doreen-veetch-vid-ref.mp4
https://wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/doreen-veetch-vid-ref.mp4
https://youtu.be/4dxuUF8HvcI
https://youtu.be/4dxuUF8HvcI
https://youtu.be/4dxuUF8HvcI
https://youtu.be/4dxuUF8HvcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTmBo-IheRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTmBo-IheRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTmBo-IheRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTmBo-IheRk


Mentorship Testimonials

Samuel Hitch
Property Investor

“I would recommend WiseOwl categorically to anyone 
who is looking to expand their knowledge on property 
investing or, like I was able to, fast track their way to 
become an investor. Thanks again guys.…”

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Steven Lynn
Property Investor

“I found valuable information to help me with my 
property career. The advice and training has 
always been professional and valuable and i 
fully recommend wiseowl training”.

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Pete Sherwood
Property Investor

“Peter is a past wiseowl mentee who describes the 
wiseowl mentorship as “Superb” he was impressed at 
how we “tell it as it is” and further in peter’s words… 
This is exactly what you need sometimes…” 

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

Jane Upton
Property Investor

“Jane is a current wiseowl mentee who was drawn to us 
from the 1-2-3 on property investing book and 
describes us as “ethical & honest”. She loves the fact we 
answered the phone to her and we’re available to chat”

>> LISTEN TO THE TESTIMONIAL HERE <<

https://youtu.be/4gUDEII7hsQ
https://youtu.be/4gUDEII7hsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gUDEII7hsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgN3rnF6a-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgN3rnF6a-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgN3rnF6a-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgN3rnF6a-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcs5tkeRYJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcs5tkeRYJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcs5tkeRYJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcs5tkeRYJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2k3RBLxwZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2k3RBLxwZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2k3RBLxwZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2k3RBLxwZM
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5* Overall                       Review Rating

See More 5* >> Google reviews here <<

https://www.google.com/search?q=wiseowl+property+training&rlz=1C1CHBF_enGB811GB812&oq=wiseowl&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j69i59j69i60l3j69i65j69i60l2.3525j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#lrd=0x487e9b4176a3ca61:0x7c04851e373a6aa6,1,,,&topic=mid:/m/01h2_q
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Mentorship Stats

Percentage of companies 
that are ‘Top Performers’

It’s these top performers that often go on to mentor 
others paying forward the value they were taught.
A staggering 87% of mentees feel empowered by 
their mentoring relationships and have developed 
immeasurable confidence as a byproduct of their 
experience. 

Is that the person you want to be?

Current research suggests a whopping 97% of people 
find mentoring of immense value.

Top performing companies 100% of Fortune 50 
companies run mentorship programmes & 84% of 
Fortune 500 have them too. Maybe that’s where the 
16% are going wrong by not having mentoring?
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26 WestAuckland Road
Darlington, DL3 9EP

www.wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk
info@wiseowlproperty.co.uk
01325 930118

CONTACT US:

GET IN TOUCH TODAY
TO DISCUSS YOUR VERY OWN 
‘PLATINUM MENTORSHIP’ 

READY TO BUILD YOUR FUTURE?

Find us on Facebook @Wiseowlpropertytraining

Chat with us via WhatsApp

http://www.wiseowlpropertytraining.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/wiseowlpropertytraining/
https://wa.link/vkt1g7
https://wa.link/vkt1g7

